Sc i e n c e Fi c t i o n Se r i e s
Animorphs by K.A Applegate J F APP
Science fiction series revolving around humans who obtain the ability to morph into
any animal they touch and battle secret alien infiltration.. (400-600L)

Bionicles J F FAR
Six heroes. One Destiny. Live the Legend with the line of books based on Bionicle.
These mighty warriors have a single destiny to destroy Makuta and restore peace.
(500-650L)

House of Robots by James Patterson J F PAT
Sammy’s no stranger to robots-his house is full of a colorful cast of them. (750L)

Science
Fiction

Frank Einstein by Jon Scieszka J F SCI
Frank is a kid genius who loves figuring out how the world works by creating household contraptions that are part science, part imagination, and definitely unusual.
(700L)

Star Wars J F STA
Based off the best selling movies, chapter books of all sizes for kids of all ages.
(600-1000L)

Cl a s s i c Sc i e n c e Fi c t i o n
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea by Judith Conaway J F VER
A Science fiction tale of an electric submarine, its eccentric captain, and the
undersea world. (440L)
A Journey to the Center of the Earth by Jules Verne J F VER
A team of explorers make an expedition into a crater which leads to the center
of the earth. (600L)
The Time Machine by H.G. Wells J F WEL
A young scientist has perfected a machine that lets him live in times other than
his own. (1070L)
War of the Worlds by Malvina G. Vogel J F WEL
Humans battle evil aliens to save Earth and its people from certain doom.
(1040L)
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ALIENS

ROBOT
S

Alien in my Pocket: Blast Off by Nate Ball J F BAL
Fourth-grader Zack McGee's life is turned upside-down when Amp, a tiny alien,
crash-lands in his bedroom, then causes trouble at school while trying to get parts
to repair his spaceship. (690L)

My Brother, the Robot by Bonny Becker J F BEC

My Teacher Glows in the Dark by Bruce Coville J F COV
When Peter Thompson discovers that his newest teacher glows in the dark, he's
flying away from Earth in a spaceship full of aliens and there's no one he can
call. (740L)

Eager by Helen Fox J F FOX

Aliens for Breakfast by Jonathan Etra J F SPI
Finding an intergalactic special agent in his cereal box, Richard joins the extraterrestrial in a fight to save Earth from the Dranes, one of whom is masquerading
as a student in Richard's class. (420L)
Lunchbox and the Aliens by Bryan W Fields J F FIE
Lunchbox is an ordinary basset hound until he is abducted by aliens, zapped by a
mental enhancer, and sent back to convert Earth's garbage into food. (800L)
Alien Encounter by Charise Harper J F HAR
Nine year old Morgan is fascinated with aliens and the sasquatch but his real adventures begin when he meets Lewis, whose parents just bought a motel named
the Sasquatch Inn. (530L)
Harriet’s Hare by Dick King-Smith J F KIN
A young girl’s life with her father on their farm is changed when she befriends a
talking hare that is really a shape changing alien. (690L)
The True Meaning of Smekday by Adam Rex J F REX
When her mother is abducted by aliens on Christmas Eve eleven-year-old Tip
hops in the family car and heads south to find her and meets an alien Boov mechanic who agrees to help her and save the planet from disaster. (740L)
SpaceHeadz by Jon Scieszka J F SCI
On his first day at Brooklyn’s P.S. 858, Michael K is teamed with two very
strange students and gradually comes to believe they are aliens who need his
help. (580L)
Earthborn by Slyvia Waugh J F WAU
Nest has suddenly learned that her parents are researchers from another planet
and that they must leave in seven days or risk being discovered. (650L)

Chip didn't think anything could be worse than almost failing the fifth grade - until his new brother, Simon, arrived. Simon is the latest in robotic technology. (590L)

It's the end of the 21st century where technocrats rule and robots take care of
humans' every need. Your house watches you, knows your secrets, and talks
to you. And your closest friend can be a machine. (690L)

The Accidental Spaceship by Gene Hunt J F HUN
When a spaceship lands in the backyard of their grandfather's Pennsylvania
farm house, thirteen-year-old twins begin a series of adventures involving a
robot named Thinker and interplanetary travel.

Nick and Tesla’s Robot Army Rampage by Bob Pflugfelder J F PFL
After a series of robberies strike Half Moon Bay, sibling sleuths Nick and
Tesla build robots out of household objects in order to catch the culprits.
(730L)

TECHNOLOGY
Whales on Stilts by M.T. Anderson J F AND
A madman has unleashed an army of stilt-walking, laser-beaming whales
upon the world. It’s up to Jasper Dash and his friends to save the day. ( 760L)
The Time Hackers by Gary Paulsen J F PAU
When someone uses futuristic technology to play pranks on twelve-year-old
Dorso Clayman, he and his best friend set off on a supposedly impossible
journey through space and time . (880L)
Larklight or The Revenge of the White Spiders! by Philip Reeve J F REE
In an alternate Victorian England, young Arthur and his sister Myrtle, residents of Larklight, a floating house in one of Her Majesty's outer space territories, uncover a spidery plot to destroy the solar system. (1170L)
When You Reach Me by Rebecca Stead J F STE
Miranda is receiving mysterious letters that seem to defy the laws of time and
space. (750L)

